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Introduction: A 2004  iteration of the crater count

isochron system has been developed, using recent

estimates of the Mars/moon cratering ratio, improved

gravity/velocity scaling, and for the first time a

correction for the loss of small meteoroids by the effect

of the Martian atmosphere based on the  work of

Popova et al. (2003) [1]. 

An “isochron” is a curve giving the number of

craters/km2 N as a function of diameter D on a Martian

surface of fixed age. The new isochrons are very

similar to the last, 2002  iteration and the joint

isochrons of Hartmann and Neukum [2], although the

small crater populations observed in many areas of

Mars fit the new curves somewhat better.

The results confirm the presence of scattered

examples of very young volcanic and fluvial activity in

the last few percent of geologic time, and also suggest

youthful ice flow and exhumation activity that may be

controlled by 10-15 My cycles of climate change due

to obliquity excursions. 

Contrary to implied suggestions that crater count

ages could be radically wrong due to effects of

secondaries or exhumation processes [3,4], the crater

count work since the 1970s has given predicted correct

ages of a few hundred M y [5,6] for some Martian lava

plains.  In  spite  of widespread suspicions that Martian

volcanism ended as much as 2500 M y ago, the  early

crater-count results have been confirmed by basalt

samples from unknown Martian sites, with ages as

young as 170 M y.  Therefore, it appears that the crater

count chronological system is giving valid order-of-

magnitude results on Martian chronology.
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Figure 1.  Templa te diagram showing positions of

isochrons in the 2004 iteration.  Upper solid line marks

crater saturation equilibrium.  Short solid lines are

Tanaka-defined dividers of Amazonian, Hesperian, and

Noachian eras.  

Figure 2.  Isochron diagram with data points for older

lava flow surfaces on Olympus Mons, showing a good

fit for model crater re tention age of a  few hundred My

for older lava flows.
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